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A crackJbyJcrack documentation and characterization of damage for historic interiors is often an
extremely resourceJintensive process resulting in either the investment of an enormous amount of
resources or a lowJquality recordK keither situation readily lends itself to longitudinal studiesK qo
overcome this situationI a new damage documentation system is devised for the recording and
categorization of damage for the interior spaces of historic structuresK fn this paperI the system is
presented in the context of an early OMth century American church that was experiencing onJgoing
damageK qhe structure was evaluated three times over a sixJyear periodK qhe graphical results enable
visualization of the progression of damage over time and an acute understanding as to its spatial
distributionK
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ConductingI documentingI and maintaining records of building damage in a way that is both verifiable
and repeatable is extremely challengingI especially when exterior spaces that are plastered are
involvedK qhis is largely caused by the thinness of the cracking and the poor recorded images that
result from using photographyK vet such records are needed in many scenarios such as to establish the
evolving condition of a structure or to provide a baseline condition report prior to adjacent
construction or between seismic eventsK that is needed is a relatively lowJtech approach that can be
deployed rapidlyI easilyI and with minimal technical trainingI yet takes into consideration the tensile
capacity of various materials and be quantitative in natureK curthermoreI documentation of the results
should exploit current standard computer systems such as computerJaided design ECAaFK qhe
intention of the paper is to introduce such a methodK
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sisual inspection alone is regularly used for preJ and postJincident preliminary building assessment in
seismic xNIOz and adjacent construction xPI4zscenariosK that is most commonly used is that proposed
by Burland et alK xRz to categorise building damage severity using crack sizeI frequencyI and location
Eqable NFK qhe emphasis of that work is on crack widthI and no guidance is provided as to
documentation methodsK tork by iaefer et alK x4z for building exteriors comparing binocular usageI
closeJup inspectionI digital camerasI and terrestrial laser scanning showed a variety of problems and
drawbacks with each method and a general inconsistency between inspectorsK A much higher level of
consistency for building exteriors was obtained by Clarke and iaefer xSz in their adaptation of a fiveJ
criteria set of scalesK vet in that case as wellI buildings that had exterior rendering Eor plasteringF
appeared to be particularly challenging and generated significantly less consistent resultsK kotably no
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such procedures have been developed explicitly for rendered exteriors or for building interiorsK qhis
paper attempts to overcome this deficitK
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Table N jasonry Cracking peverity pcale Eadapted from xRzF
oisk
Category

aegree of
aamage

M

kegligible

eairline Cracks

N

sery plight

cine cracks easily treated during normal decoration

MKN to N

O

plight

Cracks easily filledK peveral slight fractures inside
buildingK bxterior cracks visible

N to R

P

joderate

Cracks may require cutting out and patchingK aoors and
windows stickingK

R to NR or a number
of cracks greater than P

4

pevere

bxtensive repair involving removal and replacement
of wallsI especially over doors and windowsK tindows
and door frames distortedK cloor slopes noticeablyK

NR to OR but also
depends on number
of cracks

R

sery
pevere

jajor repair required involving partial or complete
reconstructionK aanger of instabilityK

dreater than OR but
depends on number
of cracks

PK

aescription of Typical aamage

Approximate Crack
tidth EmmF
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qo objectively document damage severity and facilitate meaningful quantificationJbased comparisons
between different locationsI a single characteristic damage value ECasF accounting for crack severity
and lengthsI as well as the wall finish type and surface area of each room was developedI as described
belowK qhe system requires a spreadsheet in which the damage is logged by roomI crack lengthI and
maximum crack widthI but no attempt is made to demarcate each damage incidence in a spatially more
refined matter than by assigning it to a room’s wall or ceilingK
qhe various wall finishes EiKeK plasterI exposed masonryI etcKF used throughout require a material’s
based weightingI as some are more susceptible to cracking than othersK fn order to overcome potential
discrepancies during analysisI weightings were applied to different wall finishes Eqable OFK =
Table O tall cinish teights EChosen to reflect the susceptibility to cracking and significance of the crack
when considering structural healthF
=

Material

mlaster

Masonry
EMortar CrackF

Masonry
EBlock CrackF

ptructural Member
EiKeK concrete beamF

teight

N

O

P

4
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qhe severity of each crack is assessed using qable N and weighted using qable O to obtain the
corrected crack severity ECCpF Ebqn NFK
=
=
Corrected=Crack=peverity=ECCpF===ECrack=peverity=*=tall=cinish=teightingF=
Eq.=1=
=
qhe Cas of each crack was calculated using bquation OI and then the Cas of every crack in a single
room was subtotalled to give the overall damage level within a particular roomK qo compare the
damage level of differently sized roomsI it was necessary to correct for a room’s available surface
areaK qhis is described as the Characteristic aamage Concentration ECaCF Ebqn PFK
=
=
Characteristic=aamage=salue=ECasF===E1=+=Corrected=Crack=peverityF=*=ECrack=iengthF==Eq.=2==
=
=

Characteristic=aamage=Concentration=ECaCF===SECasF=L=
LEApproximate=ooom=purface=Area=–=excluding=the=floorF=
OVU

Eq.=3

cor presentation purposes within a CAaJbased system Eor even a simple set of plansFI the final CaCs
are scaled by ENMML”largest overall value”F so that the damage values fit within a MJNMM damage scaleK
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fn OMM4I an investigation began in countainI korth CarolinaI rpA into the condition of two dozen
structures that were suspected to be damaged from an adjacent quarryK aue to its significance as one of
the largest and also one of the most heavily damaged buildings within the study areaI the condition of
the countain mresbyterian Church was thoroughly explored EcigK NFK curthermoreI it is the only
structure within the study area that underwent multipleI detailed inspections by the authorsI agents
hired by the quarryI and others authorized by the Church’s congregationK

EaF jain entrance

EbF ptained dlass tindow

EcF panctuary interior

cigK N countain mresbyterian Church

qhe panctuary portion of the Church was built of loadJbearing masonry in the NVOM’sI with a NVSM’s
extension of cavity construction of brick veneer over concrete masonry units to serve as an bducation
BuildingK Church records show regular maintenance expensesI except for the roofI which underwent
repair in cebruary NVTMI shortly after a aecember NVSV chimney repairK jany subsequent roof repairs
have occurredK pome in the congregation attributed problems to poor initial workmanshipI but in NVUM
a letter was sent to quarry refusing any further donations due to the belief that quarry blasting was
causing building damageK ko systematic documentation or study of the damage began until OMM4K

EaF korthJtest siew
Epanctuary in coregroundF

EbF pouthJbast siew
Ebducational Building in coregroundF

cigK O AutoCAa jodel of the countain mresbyterian Church with area of greatest damage shown

fn April OMM4I the only damage in the panctuary building was reported as waterJbased in the first floor
room on the front left of the buildingK iaefer xTz stated that this “may have been the result of an
opening in the roof”K fn contrastI extensive damage was reported for the bducation building with
“EhFeavier damage on the walls nearest the quarry… the largest cracks exceeding ½ an inch ENOKR mmF
OVV

in opening”K iaefer xTz described these cracks as “clearly structural in natureI …will require
rebuildingI and may be indicative of an imminent lifeJsafety issue” and characterized the bducation
building as a seriously damaged structureK BlastJinduced liquefaction was proposed as the most likely
causeI despite blasting records showing peak particle velocity levels within generally considered safe
limitsxUKVzK
qhe authors surveyed the Church in OMM4I OMMU and OMNMK qhose datasets used to calculate the CaC’s
for the interior damage level of all roomsK By scrutinizing the damage distributionI it is possible to
discern whether the cracking is concentrated within particular areas of the buildingI as is typical of
liquefaction induced building damageK fn order to identify such patternsI the Characteristic aamage
Concentrations of each room were mapped to their corresponding locations cigures P EaF and EbFK
As shown in cigures P EaF and EbFI mapping of building damage charts a clear progression for
severity and extentI from OMM4 and OMNM and may serve as a means to identify at areas of further
riskK qhe absence of damage where the bducational building connects to the panctuary would not
appear to support simple differential settlement between the two portions of the building due to
a fourJdecade difference in construction periodsK qhis escalation of damage appears to represent
an ongoing problemK

cigK Pa aamage aistributions for the ground floor rooms from the OMM4I OMMUI and OMNM purveys

cigK Pb aamage aistributions for the top floor rooms from the OMM4I OMMUI and OMNM purveys
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thile the proposed system does not offer a visual depiction of each crack in terms of where it is
located spatially the system offers a means to consider the building’s general health in terms of interior
damage at a specific point in timeK qhis enables the use of multiple inspectorsI periodic updatesI and
an objectiveI quantitatively based recordK
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